I. INTRODUCTION

Access to finance determines access to opportunities and services in towns and cities. Cash income is needed to secure day-to-day sustenance, and finance is needed for investments in shelter and livelihoods. While other factors such as education, advantageous residential location and health also shape opportunities, too often they only exist for those who can pay for them. The UN-led global agendas are weak on finance. The Addis Ababa Action Agenda, (1) agreed in 2015, acknowledges the need to reform financial systems but does not explore what alternatives might look like. Nor do the Sustainable Development Goals or the New Urban Agenda. (2) In part this is because few agencies have the understanding, commitment or capacity to change finance systems in ways that secure social justice, equity and poverty reduction on the ground.

A new and more ambitious finance agenda is needed in order to leave no one behind. As this Brief describes, some of the foundations required for this are now in place and there are major opportunities to build on local capabilities to generate and manage finance, in both communities and municipal authorities. This could help to achieve subsidiarity, strengthen participation and enhance accountability.

II. FINANCE AND URBAN POVERTY REDUCTION

Low-income urban dwellers struggle to get the finance they need for accommodation, goods and services. Some of these residents have therefore developed a collective approach to finance through community-managed savings groups. These operate at the neighbourhood level so that...
members can access them easily and quickly in response to emergencies. As savings groups federate, they work at city and national scales to provide access to loan capital and for supporting initiatives. Networked savings groups require all members to actively participate in the collection, banking and auditing of savings and loans, offering low-income urban residents an opportunity to develop their understanding of finance and their capacity to manage it. As assets and capabilities grow, savings groups become a route to tackling multiple forms of inequality, poverty and disadvantage – including lack of opportunity.

Community-designed and managed funds in Cambodia, Nepal, the Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand have been active for at least 20 years, and offer almost one million members access to savings and small loan facilities. Together these funds have supported over 55,000 households to negotiate for tenure security from the government. The most successful funds have developed sophisticated loan programmes to provide households with additional protection, as well as enhancing opportunities to develop enterprises and consolidate assets.

The SDI network of federations is active in 32 nations. In Kenya, for example, Akiba Mashinani Trust (AMT) provides a range of financial services to the urban poor, including savings, share capital, and loans for consumption, livelihoods, housing, sanitation and other infrastructure. It also supports collective informal insurance systems for households facing the death of a family member, a fire or illness. Its welfare fund is largely financed by monthly contributions of KSh 100 (US$ 0.97), which indicates the low average incomes of members and hence their vulnerability to income shocks. The bottom-up and flexible nature of community-led funds such as AMT is key for reaching the lowest-income groups, who are particularly vulnerable in market-based, highly commodified urban economies. While these households cannot afford to take out larger loans, they need savings facilities and (supported by local groups) may successfully manage small loans to assist in emergencies.

But the primary purpose of community-managed funds is not to provide access to credit as an end in itself, but rather as a means to urban transformation. This is exemplified by the Indian Alliance, formed by a membership-based organization (the National Slum Dwellers Federation), a federation of women’s savings groups (Mahila Milan) and an NGO (SPARC). The Alliance’s history demonstrates its growing financial capabilities, unlocking diversified income streams and taking on more complex construction projects, including major housing, sanitation and resettlement initiatives. These all require state finance; and savings-based federations have been able to negotiate with the state to secure resources and be recognized as partners able to co-design and co-manage solutions.

These examples recognize that financial processes can be designed and managed in ways that draw individuals and their households together to assess their priorities and make investments. Community-managed funds can therefore help to meet individual needs but also enable collective action to deliver state-financed public goods, which makes these financial structures and processes a powerful developmental tool. By comparison, microfinance programmes may provide low-income households with access to loans, but do not address the larger need for redistribution and public investment in basic services.

### III. Finance, Community Processes and Inclusion

The suggestion that financial systems and processes can provide a platform for inclusion and empowerment might seem farfetched. Yet finance is the scarce resource for hundreds of millions of urban dwellers, who are excluded from legal homes, markets and/or services by their low incomes. Too little attention is paid to discrimination driven by inadequate incomes. Such exclusionary realities help explain why improving access to finance can be such a powerful tool to empower communities.

The individual financial contributions and collective action required for community-managed savings groups is central to urban transformation. The process requires relations of trust to be established, and these trigger more profound relational change and the emergence of new capabilities. In a world in which financial control is exerted predominantly through vertical relations, community finance offers urban residents the ability to develop alternative models of decision-making with stronger horizontal accountabilities and peer support. The ability to pool money within and across communities requires these trust relations both in and beyond the neighbourhood. Relations initially formed by a membership-based organization (the National Slum Dwellers Federation), a federation of women’s savings groups (Mahila Milan) and an NGO (SPARC). The Alliance’s history demonstrates its growing financial capabilities, unlocking diversified income streams and taking on more complex construction projects, including major housing, sanitation and resettlement initiatives. This reduces the chance that one community is played off against another to the detriment of all: collaboration at city and national scales is essential to challenge policy and programming.

The community finance organizations in Cambodia, Nepal, the Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand show how informal settlers in different neighbourhoods and cities have adopted diverse processes of negotiation with the state, learning across scales, and innovation. This has yielded locally specific models for decision-making. This diversity reflects cultural differences, but also the outcomes of highly contested local processes as groups seek to balance the need for local control with the imperative to work together across cities. These examples demonstrate the importance of autonomy when making choices about how finance is secured and used. Autonomy within networks allows savings groups to use their funds as they choose, strengthening their ownership of money for
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IV. FINANCE AND LAND

Most city governments in the global South lack adequate finance to fulfill their responsibilities, including meeting the needs of citizens and the public investments to support economic growth and prosperity. The agglomerations of industries and commercial services (and their workforces) that underpin successful urban economies require water, power, drainage, and solid and liquid waste disposal. But higher population densities and higher levels of economic activity need public investments in infrastructure and create externalities that need to be managed. Without access to sufficient finance for both capital investment and operational expenses, much-needed investments are not possible for local governments.

The potential of new land management regimes and infrastructure investment to benefit low-income groups is shown in a study in Mumbai. Extending Bus Rapid Transit systems (or presumably other mass transit networks) can enlarge the travel-to-work area for Mumbai – in this case, by Bus Rapid Transit feeding a railway station. This effectively expands the supply of urban land, thereby helping to manage housing costs. If governments were to adopt differential pricing of land on each side of the Bus Rapid Transit, they could cross-subsidize housing for different income groups. In short, a transit-led approach to development has the potential to include low-income households in mixed-income settlements as well as covering the costs of the new infrastructure. However, this depends on whether government agencies choose to capture a proportion of rising land values, and how they choose to distribute those gains.
Although land has long been significant for urban government finance, in recent years, there has been particular interest in using rising land values as a source of municipal finance. Land investments and values reflect public policy and action as much as they reflect the operation of the market. Local governments can influence land values through infrastructure investment, land management regimes and municipal capacity to tax land.\(^{(15)}\) Hence the extent to which rising land values benefit urban residents (and whether or not they benefit the lowest-income groups) is a political choice.

Land value capture is not just a function of political will and commitment, although this is important. An analysis of Addis Ababa (Ethiopia), Harare (Zimbabwe) and Nairobi (Kenya), along with 29 individual projects, highlights the need for stronger governance capacities as well. A wide range of land-based financing instruments are being deployed across African cities, including the sale of development rights, public land leasing, land sales, development charges and ad hoc contributions. However, the study indicated that property developers and landowners typically benefit from public infrastructure investments, but rarely share the full costs.\(^{(16)}\) If African local governments cannot find ways to retain some of the indirect returns of land development, it seems unlikely that they will be able to finance public goods at sufficient scale to fill infrastructure deficits.

Many of the regulations governing land and property markets favour middle- and high-income households and exclude low-income households – as with financial systems.\(^{(17)}\) But “pioneer developments” built by organized communities can provide them with good-quality housing. This is through securing land and planning permission and required zoning changes; investing in infrastructure; securing state infrastructure investment; developing homes and enterprises; and sharing information about potential benefits of particular locations. Examples from India, Kenya, Pakistan, Thailand, Uganda and Zimbabwe demonstrate how collective capacities for data collection, decision-making and action at the city scale allow federations to collaborate with local authorities, property developers and commercial banks to co-finance housing and infrastructure.\(^{(18)}\)

### V. FINANCE, GOVERNANCE AND SUBSIDIARY

At the heart of any systemic change must be a public administration that delivers essential services to all urban residents in an effective, efficient and accountable manner. All cities need a functioning planning system and effective land and property registries,\(^{(19)}\) as well as the capacity to provide improved access to land. They also need adequate own-source revenues (for example, from property taxes, utility tariffs and parking fees). City governments have been seeking to strengthen both their fiscal base and their management of finance. However, to secure resources and shape their own development agenda, local governments must grapple with the political factors that limit the scale of finance available.\(^{(20)}\)

Central to this challenge is the risk of contestation among local government, higher levels of the state and private actors as they struggle for power, space and financial resources within a city.

Higher levels of government determine whether local governments have the authority to deploy certain financing mechanisms.\(^{(21)}\) In four sub-Saharan African cities – Dakar (Senegal), Douala (Cameroon), Johannesburg (South Africa) and Kampala (Uganda) – the opportunities for debt financing through the issuance of municipal bonds were explored. The first, often insurmountable, barrier is national legislation that prohibits local governments from issuing municipal bonds. South Africa is the only country in the region that explicitly enshrines a local government’s right to borrow in its constitution, which also clearly articulates the terms and conditions for any municipal bond issuance. In Dakar and Kampala, interventions by central governments undermined the capacity of their governments to issue municipal bonds. While fiduciary (ir)responsibility is an important consideration, national political elites may be reluctant to enable democracy and public administration to flourish at the city scale, in order to maintain greater control over potential political opposition.\(^{(22)}\)

In China, land-based financing – particularly land leasing to property developers – is a major source of revenue for city governments, but the amount of land available to lease is determined by higher levels of government. Land construction quotas are not determined using consistent formulae or criteria: rather, decision-making on land-use planning is highly politicized, negotiated and competitive. This is evident when planning processes in the town of Heqing are examined over the long term, revealing repeated conflict when top-down enforcement of land-use policies deviates from local development goals.\(^{(23)}\) The analysis shows that – although there is a hierarchical administration system – local governments can formally and informally bargain with regional and central governments to unlock additional land for sale and leasing.

Government must also be accountable to, and invite participation from, urban residents. Community-managed funds offer one platform for collaboration. The 35 slum/shack dweller federations that are affiliates of SDI seek to draw in government contributions to urban poor funds, which may be jointly managed by communities and governments.\(^{(24)}\) However, they face an ongoing challenge: how can a social movement manage funds to achieve cost recovery and draw in external funding while retaining the horizontal relations of trust, reciprocity and empowerment? The federations have to build both the instrument (community organization) and the architecture (local funds)
Empowering financial innovations may be driven by politicians or government officials, as well as by social movements and civil society organizations. Participatory budgeting, implemented in over 40 countries, can support citizen engagement with local authorities and other state agencies. By devolving decision-making around specific capital budgets to urban residents, public agencies can more effectively identify local priorities while fostering widespread buy-in to public investments. One of the consequences of more participatory governance is increased revenues and a reduction in tax arrears. Citizens can also challenge the self-interest of political elites and press for longer-term, more coherent planning processes. The devolution of fiscal resources to local governments and then again to citizens can deepen participation and strengthen subsidiarity. Thus, participatory budgeting can enhance the quality of governance (by improving the relevance of public investment) and transform state–citizen relationships towards more democracy. But citizens themselves must be able to define the rules of the game, rather than engaging in participatory budgeting on the basis of rules defined by the authorities.

The many innovations mentioned above show how capabilities were enhanced through “learning by doing.” These systems and processes have been developed through practice, and the capabilities have emerged as different ideas have been tried and tested. Success increases ambition, while enhanced capabilities enable new potential to be realized.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This Brief gives examples of what community-led finance has achieved, both by itself and what it has led local government to do. It explores a number of ways through which financial processes and systems can catalyse positive change in urban areas – for low-income households, their neighbourhoods and their city governments. There are over 30 other countries and hundreds of cities from which other examples could have been drawn.

Of course, community-managed finance cannot solve all the problems of poverty and inequality: it is only one tool to advance the needs and interests of low-income urban residents. But it has proved to be a significant and potentially transformative instrument for securing more inclusive and equitable urban outcomes through building and strengthening organizations of residents, as well as enhancing collective capabilities. Access to finance can enable low-income groups to directly address household and community needs, enhancing their economic security and reducing vulnerability to shocks and stresses. Community-managed finance also enables urban residents to develop financial and organizational capabilities to contribute collectively to urban development, thereby radically changing the power relations that drive exclusion and inequality.

What is puzzling is why the community-led approaches described in this Brief have not generated wider interest or have been mislabelled as microfinance. Development assistance agencies are meant to address poverty and exclusion. Yet their structures and procedures echo those of conventional financial systems, and few support community-led processes and financial structures. Even when some external funding comes, accountability is structured vertically rather than horizontally. Most donors introduce conditionalities that undermine local ownership and relations. While networks and federations can be accountable upwards, financial management systems must first be designed in ways that serve the needs of the most marginalized urban residents and nurture locally determined development.

The potential of community-managed finance is also a function of local political economies. Far-reaching, lasting change takes time, and involves trial and error. Too often donor-funded interventions are short-term projects with predetermined objectives and plans that leave little space for genuine learning, engagement or ownership by the people they affect. Donors need to recognize that empowerment and inclusion can only be achieved if they build the capabilities of, and transfer control to, low-income urban residents. Households and communities must have the latitude to set priorities, establish accountable processes, and allocate funding to opportunities (and sometimes emergencies) that cannot be specified in advance.

Community-controlled finance can challenge marginalization and create more effective, inclusive development options. We see how it changes relations within informal settlements, enabling neighbours to work together to reduce risks and provide immediate financial services. Collective financial systems also allow community organizations to network at the city scale, co-deliver interventions, and catalyse new relations between city authorities and their most disadvantaged urban populations. These changed relationships will be key to realizing the global aspirations for sustainable development and poverty eradication.
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